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ABSTRACT

The communication link between the surface operator and an underwater Remote
Operated Vehicle (ROV) provides the critical function of monitoring and controlling the
movements of the ROV. If the communication link is weak, the ability to operate the ROV
is weak. The reliability of that communication link can be significantly improved by the
use of Manchester coding in time division multiplex (TDM) data telemetry systems that
provide a self-clocking method of data transmission. This method of data transmission is
presently used on both military (MIL-STD-1553), and commercial aircraft supplying data
communication between subsystems onboard.

One important part of telemetry that this paper discusses is the various signals that must be
telemetered between the surface and the ROV. The complexity of sending these signals
varies with the type of signal and the requited quality/resolution required at the opposite
end of the line. Also of importance is the media over which the data is being transmitted.
Transmitting data up and down long umbilical cables is not unlike data transmission
elsewhere, however there are subtle potential problem areas that most other systems are
able to avoid. The possible methods of transmission range from using a twisted pair of
wires, to the state of the art sophistication of fiber-optics. Each method has merits and
pitfalls that the potential user must be aware of before trying to use them.

INTRODUCTION

Like unmanned space vehicles, remote operated vehicles, or underwater robots, must pass
information to and from the operator for the ROV to complete it’s mission. ROV’s differ
from unmanned space vehicles, however, in several significant areas: (1) The ROV
operates in a real time mode where inputs from the operator causes immediate response by
the ROV; (2) ROV’s are generally commerical work vehicles rather than R & D platforms, 



and; (3) ROV’s are directly connected to the support vehicle with an umbilical that carries
communication and power for the ROV.

ROV system designs to date have generally been aimed at simplicity. While this approach
makes the basic vehicle easy to maintain and operate, the addition of even moderate
amounts of customer provided equipment on the ROV causes problems with lack of signal
paths to and from the surface to operate or control these additional subsystems.

The integrity of the communications link providing telemetry data to and from an ROV
directly impacts the ability of the ROV to accomplish it’s work tasks. A poor quality link
with even occasional loss of data dropouts can cause unpredictable results and jeopardize
both the ROV, the mission, and even the equipment being worked on.

TYPES OF ROV TELEMETRY

ROV telemetry basically consists of three types of signals: (1) Television video (typically)
4-5 MHz bandwidth from ROV to surface); (2) sonar video (typically less than 1-2 MHz
composite bandwidth but consists of several separate signals); and (3) data telemetry
(typically less than 1 MHz bandwidth composite, but consisting of many individual signal
being sent both to and from the ROV).

Sonar while being an important navigation aid, and/or a crucial component in the mission
work task, is not always critical to the survivability of the ROV (it is not always needed to
get the ROV home). For this reason, the sonar system has no redundancy in most ROV
systems.

TV video obtains it’s higher reliability through the use of cameras with overlapping views.
Most ROV’s have multiple cameras for better viewing of work tasks and to allow a pilot
to “fly” the ROV while an operator performs a work task.

ROV telemetry systems vary widely, from hardwire systems with a dedicated wire for
each function from surface to ROV, to sophisticated state of the art telemetry packages
handling all data transmission in both directions on a single coax. Each method used has
both advantages and disadvantages. In the final analysis, there are numerous ways of
performing the desired task all of which work with similar success. One particular method
that enjoys some success in the ROV field separates TV, sonar, and data telemetry, and
handles each individually. This technique decreases the probability of losing all three
functions simultaneously.

Of the many methods of transmitting data, time division multiplexing is one of the most
common, and works well with information that is of a low enough data rate requirement



that the intervals between samples does not detrimentally affect the performance of the
ROV. Transmitting TDM data is usually performed in a serial manner to minimize the
number of pathways needed. The most popular method of serial data transmission is the
RS232 data communications scheme. This method uses Non Return to Zero (NRZ) format.
Because of it’s simplicity, it has developed as a standard for serial communications
between computer equipment. This data transmission method suffers from a lack of noise
immunity, lack of a clock signal, and cannot within it’s own architecture detect or correct
errors.

DATA TELEMETRY SYSTEM

A key component of any ROV is the data telemetry system. The telemetry system
communicates commands from the operator to the ROV and performance and monitoring
data from the ROV to the operator’s display. The quality, speed, and integrity of the
communications link becomes a key element in the ability of the ROV to accomplish it’s
mission.

The aerospace industry has for some time used Manchester coding for data transmission.
It’s self-clocking and low error prone features make it desirable for use in both commercial
and military aircraft. Figure 1 shows the difference between Manchester and NRZ coded
data. ROVs made by AMETEK, Straza such as SCORPIO and SCORPI both use the
Manchester scheme of multiplexing data to and from the ROVs with excellent success.

Time division multiplexing (TDM) used on ROVs is like other TDM systems. Data from
multiple sources is sampled (source by source) and converted or formated into serial data
for transmission. The receiving unit (either ROV or surface console) takes the data from
the opposite end of the cable, and converts or reformats it back into a usable signal or
digital word.

The data handled by the multiplexer comes from three types of sources: manuevering data;
performance data; and equipment control data. The manuevering data includes both
command signals from the ROV on it’s actual position and attitude. Performance data from
the ROV gives the operator and pilot information on the status of the ROV such as
hydraulic pressures, and temperatures, leak alarms, and TV camera pan and tilt pointing
angles. Equipment control data provides command signals to operate manipulator arms,
camera pan and tilt, focus, etc..

Figure 2 shows an example of a multiplex system designed for use on ROVs. The data
handled by the multiplex system comes in three types: analog data, usually direct from
sensors or control circuits; digital word data, usually from computer based equipment; and
digital bit data, usually from switches or relay contacts. The handling of these signals is



made as simplistic as possible to allow for the use of spare channels by a variety of
sources without making any but the most minor of changes to the multiplexer. The
simplicity stressed in this design is for two reasons. First, the technical level of many of the
users of ROVs does not support the use of sophisticated electronics, and secondly, ROV
operation, whether alone or in conjunction with other work, is extremely expensive
($10,000 to $50,000 per day is common). Both reasons support the concept of simplifying
ROV maintenancy and trouble shooting.

Analog data is converted to digital one channel at a time, and handled similar to digital
words. Twelve (12) bit resolution of the A/D converter chosen for this example (8 to 16 bit
converters are readily available) again to demonstrate the flexibility of using the channel
for all analog signals. Digital words (either from the A/D or external data) are read one
word at a time and converted into a serial string, and encoded into Manchester data for
transmission. The digital bit data is grouped into words or portions of words (i.e.,
completing a 16 bit word in combination with an analog data channel) and handled in the
same way as digital words are. The reverse process is used when received, the data is
decoded from it’s Manchester format, and demultiplexed to their proper outputs.

The actual communication link between the ROV and the surface control equipment can
be one of a variety of methods. The simplest method is to send bidirectional data, half
duplex bi-phase, Manchester encoded, through a dedicated pair of twisted wires. The bi-
phase Manchester encoded data contains no DC component, thereby allowing easy
transfer coupling. Alternative methods include: (1) Frequency division multiplexing,
modulation of an RF carrier by the Manchester encoded data; (2) fiber-optic transmission
of the encoded data, and; (3) acoustic transmission of the encoded data.

At first glance the alternative methods may appear to make more efficient use of the
umbilical cable, but subject the data link to unacceptable risk or complexity. Frequency
division multiplexing requires high power driven circuits for long lengths of umbilical.
Fiber-optics are susceptible to breaks and unacceptable attenuation losses due to the
stresses imposed on the umbilical during launch and recovery. Acoustic links suffer from a
variety of random, unpredictable phenomenon associated with thru water acoustic paths
(thermoclines, beam spreading, reverberation, etc.).

While the use of a dedicated pair of twisted wires within the umbilical is considered the
simplest and most accepted method for data transmission, it too is subject to risk.
Umbilical damage is a common occurrence and depending on severity, may interrupt the
data link. There are, however, certain design steps that can minimize the risk of data link
interruption. These steps include installation of high voltage transient protective devices
and 60 Hz filter devices to prevent system failure resulting from accidental contact with
adjacent high voltage (up to 4,000 Vac) power conductors.



Equipment designs used on ROVs must, because of the small market for ROVs, make use
of technology developed in other market places. The aerospace industry has many of the
same goals and criteria that make good ROV designs. This makes designs, such as the
Manchester encoded data transmission scheme originally developed for use on military
aircraft, well suited for use in ROV systems.

Fig 1 - Nonreturn to zero(NRZ) AND MANCHESTER II CODES transmit
digital data in different forms. NRZ is a state code-HIGH equals ONE and
LOW equals ZERO. On the other hand, Manchester represents data with
transitions-rising equals ZERO and failing equals ONE. Because each valid
Manchester data cell contains a midcell transition, invalid data is eaiser to
detect.
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